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WHERE HEALTHCARE MEANS MORE

IT plays a critical role in delivering state-of-the-art patient care.

To fully optimize your IT investments, it’s important to closely
look at your environment, requirements, and constraints…
…And have a trusted technology advisor by your
side—from analysis and design to deployment,
documentation, support, AND BEYOND...

TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Identifying, selecting, and deploying the right technology
elevates the patient experience.

Telemedicine and telehealth

Mobility and collaboration

To enhance patient consultations
and facilitate training and education

To expand patient engagement
at the point of care

Big data / analytics

IT security solutions

To drive the best possible care and
enable data sharing

To protect against the increasing
threat of ransomware

FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
Budget flexibility is critical to deliver modern patient care.
You need the ability to get the right technology—
when you need it—and maintain regular refresh cycles.
Extended payment and finance options are key
to guide your IT investment decisions…

And address evolving reimbursing requirements…

…So you can create a long-term technology roadmap.

ePlus Puts It All Together
ePlus brings the real-world healthcare experience you need to drive better patient
outcomes. We can be the single source for all your needs— from furniture
and computers to multi-million dollar clinical and diagnostic equipment.

+ Data center/cloud
+ Security
+ Collaboration/mobility
+ Infrastructure
+ Professional and Managed Services

+ Top-level partnerships with major manufacturers
+ Team of 300+ industry-certified experts
+ Services and staffing expertise

+ Specially-negotiated pricing based on aggregated volume
+ Tailored financing to support innovation
+ Flexible end-of-term options
+ Pay-per-procedure programs available
+ Extended and Installment Purchase Agreements
+ Consumption and subscription payment options
for qualifying technologies

Learn more about balancing your patient care and budget
demands with ePlus to make technology mean more.

888.482.1122
healthcare@eplus.com
www.eplus.com/healthcare
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